A constitutively transcribed actin gene is associated with the nuclear matrix in a Drosophila cell line.
The relationship between transcriptional activity and gene association with the nuclear matrix has been investigated in Drosophila melanogaster. The nuclear matrix of Schneider cell line 2 of Drosophila was isolated and observed to conform to expected dimensions in phase contrast and scanning electron microscopic preparations. This structure contains proteins that appear similar to the intact nucleus. High salt extracted nuclei digested with DNase I released 98% of the DNA, whereas digestion with Eco RI released a maximum of 80%. These and other nuclease digestions indicate that satellite DNA as well as some unique sequence DNA are bound to the nuclear matrix. A constitutively transcribed actin gene was enriched in the nuclear matrix bound DNA. Two other nontranscribed genes, a muscle-specific actin gene and the myosin heavy chain gene, showed no enrichment in nuclear matrix DNA.